The (Sun) Trail Network passing through Fort Myers Shores
is proposed to consist of 8’ and 10’ wide sections separated
by several interruptions to Retrofit Grandfathered Driveways.
The proposed location also has an abundance of Conflict Points.
The opposite side of the roadway will accommodate a
much safer 10’ to 12’ wide Shared Use Pathway with a fraction
of the motorized as crossings currently proposed.

A Northern alignment is proposed for
a 4.7 mile long SUNTRAIL section. fpn 429823-1

SR80 is the only proposed
East West SUNTRAIL crossing
South of Brooksville.

Hopes are for Multi Use Trails along
both sides of SR80 to the East, but
a Southern alignment is most likely.

Project Start/Stop

SR 31

SR 78

Proposed to be widened

Fort Myers Shores
4.7 mile long Multi Use Trail proposed along North side of SR80
Fpn 429823-1

I-75

FPL Power Plant
SR 80
Manatee Park
Kayak Rentals
Playground
Two Churches
Moose Lodge
Animal Hospital
Storage Facility

Project Start/Stop

Shops at Verandah
Walgreens
Publix
7-11
Regions Bank
Wells Fargo Bank
First Bank
Pizza Hut
Subway
Beef o Brady’s

CVS Pharmacy
Wendy’s
Dollar General
Suncoast Credit Union
Riverdale Pet Hospital
AutoZone
Three Churches (6 Total)
Villa Vincente Apartments
Riverdale High school

Old Winn Dixie Plaza
to be Redeveloped
McDonalds
Library
Dollar Tree
Laundromat
One Church
Pizza Shop
Subway
Hair Salon
Chinese Rest.

The Verandah Community
1900 homes on 1500 acres with only 2 Access Points

4.7 mile long Sidewalk Proposed along the South side of SR80.
fpn 435341- 1
Most Businesses/Pedestrian Generators along the South side use Shared Access Points.

The South side has far more Pedestrian Generators and significantly higher Traffic Counts, which justifies the need for a Multi
Use Trail, yet it will be safer because a Multi Use Trail can be full width and also because it was mostly developed 50 to 70
years later than the North side resulting in more than 10 times less Conflict Points due to Conforming Shared Access Points.
Additionally, the population and land mass North of SR80 is fractional compared to the South side. Please consider Verandah,
River Hall, Hawks Preserve, Portico, and Buckingham Communities that will benefit from a Southern alignment. There is a
tremendous growth potential South of SR80 opposed to the narrow strip of land between SR80 and the Caloosahatchee River.

Aerial view of the typical environment along 4.7 mile project length.

In only half a block there are
seven driveways on the north
side…

An eight proposed Driveway Connection.

A ten to one (and rising) Conflict Point ratio from the
North side of SR 80 to South side of SR 80
disqualifies the North side for a Shared Use Path.

The South side provides long uninterrupted sections
which meets or exceeds Design Considerations for
constructing a Shared Use Path.

…and zero driveways
on the south side.

Without taking existing businesses, the proposed 8’ and 10’ wide Bike
Path sections will have unavoidable gaps in between to allow
reasonable access to retrofit nonconforming grandfathered accesses.

The Public, County, or MPO has not seen complete proposed plans and there hasn’t been a public Hearing in the Community.
Therefore, it’s likely there will be additional gaps. Exhibits not to scale.

Below is an Example of several
Nonconforming Access Points
that will need Retrofitting
on the North side of SR 80.

South side provides Shade and Separation from the Roadway.

South side
Driveway

Driveway
This is an example of what not to do. Image copyright Smart Growth America

Driveway

Driveway

The North side places the Path too close to the road.

North side

7-11

Driveway

Proposed
North side
Multi Use Trail

Truck traffic on SR80 is approximately 30%.
Informal focus groups have already indicated they
will not feel safe enough to use a Shared Use Path
if constructed along the North side.

Multidirectional Collector Road Traffic.

North side

South side

South side

Shade

By far, the South side is the Safest location
for the Statewide SUN Trail Network
• The South side offers a desirable environment for
a Multi Use Trail with greater benefit to all.
• The pathway will be set back further from vehicle
traffic with a deep drainage swale as a buffer.
• The Pathway will not have narrow pinch points.

South side

Shade

The North side project will terminate with no immediate plans to widen the bridge over the Orange River.

Connectivity can only be achieved with the South side project.

The South side will benefit from the existing
pedestrian crossing (shown in blue) already separated
and protected from SR 80 traffic by a concrete barrier.

Image to the left was for a
Conceptual 10’ wide mostly
straight Shared Use Path,
until 5-15-20 when it
suddenly became a largely
8’ wide asphalt sidewalk
with excessive curves
added to not impact
stormwater drainage any
more than it already is.

Above image was a conceptual design for 10’ wide Multi Use Trail along the North side.
The bottom image is reality of the same road sections after recent revisions on 5-15-20.
Width reduced to non-conforming 8’ wide

Curve fails FDM by more than 4 times the FDM Minimum Radii.

Storm water retention pond

Turns sharpened to retain minimum swale.

Raised Concrete Curb
Abuts 8’ Path fails
Horizontal Clearance

Separation from roadway now fails.

This is a pic of an 1100’ section of the largely 8’ non-compliant North side path just constructed just East of Rt 31.

Proposed Path will cross a
soon to be Widened SR 31
SR80 Westbound
Proposed 8’ Section Fails FDM
Width, Separation, and Clearances.

Roadway Separation
Less than 5 Feet Wide.

Storm Drain in Path Fails and
also should be turned 90 degrees

The Pathway is the lowest point, which is why in light rains stormwater flows from all 3 lanes
of the roadway and the grassy runoff area down the middle of the Path to the storm drain.

SR80 Eastbound view

Tracks from vehicle exiting roadway
Zero Clearance to pole
Fails FDM Clearance and runoff

Only 3’4” separation from turn lane.

This is within the 1100’ of substandard width North side path constructed just east of SR 31.
224.12 Separation from Roadway (FDOT Design Manual)
Provide a separation between a shared use path and the roadway when they are located adjacent to each other. This
demonstrates to both path users and motorists that the shared use path is a separate facility.
Minimum separation is as follows:

• On flush shoulder roadways with design speed 45 mph or less, the edge of the path is to be
at least 5 feet from the edge of the paved shoulder.

A 3’ wide Grass Strip Separates
The Traveling Public From SR80.

1,100’ of 8’, 9’, and 10’ wide strips of asphalt were just constructed East of Rt 31 by the new RaceTrac gas station.
Non-compliant North side 8’ to 10’ wide sections fail FDOT Design Manual for several reasons and is crumbling away already.

Horizontal Clearance Fails, FDM 4’ minimum.

Horizontal Clearance Fails FDM, 4’ minimum.

Path appears to be a the wrong elevation.

1100’ non-compliant 8’ to 10’ new construction along
the North side path just constructed that
fails FDM for several reasons.

There’s not enough space to construct a Reduced Width Multi Use Trail,
especially at the expense of giving up on getting a Bike Path along the South side.

A Reduced Width Bike Path so close to SR80 on the North side will create a
danger. A 6’ to 8’ wide Concrete Sidewalk is more appropriate.

A Shared Use Path will be a safety detriment along the North side!
A 6’ to 8’ wide Concrete Sidewalk along the North side is the only prudent option.

Please do not envision what you know a Shared Use Path to be
and assume it will fit along the North side of SR80 in our community.

(Sections below are all only 8’ wide and abut SR80)

Has the FDOT Chief Planner in Tallahassee approved
the deviations from FDOT Design Manual? We need to ask her.
FDOT Chief Planner Ms. Huiwei Shen 850 414 4911
The mitigation handbook directs exploring alternatives before
approving exceptions.
Clearly, shifting the alignments is the correct mitigation step
so the exceptions does not swallow the rule.
The section below looks like the Path runoff area overlaps
highway lanes like an onramp and offramp. Possibly, to get
around the creek. Not really sure.

A 6’ to 8’ wide Concrete Sidewalk should be constructed along the North Side of SR 80 and a
10’ to 14’ wide Asphalt Multi Use Trail or Shared Use Path constructed along the South side.
Design Conflicts with Shared Use Path:
• Safety. Having a shared use pathway along the north side appears to be out of context. The south side
offers less conflicts and greater compliance for a shared use pathway. The north side would be more
compliant with a narrower sidewalk project (6’ minimum, 8’ desirable).
• Conflict points. Far too many conforming driveway access points, gaps to accommodate nonconforming driveways, streets, and proposed new driveways along the North side!
• Width. 8’ wide sections of shared use paths are only allowed in “very rare circumstances” for
“Limited distances due to a physical constraint”. The fact a shared use path only meets design
standards along the South side is not a qualifier to create unsafe conditions.
• Radii. Too many sharp turns that greatly exceed the minimum allowable radii for FDM shared use path
criteria by over 4X, but would be more acceptable for a sidewalk project.
• Radii/Width. Can’t maintain cycling at FDM minimum 18 mph speed for two-way traffic as proposed.
(Or even one way for that matter.) The minimum radii are 86’. Proposed is 20’
• Separation. Many sections are too close to the roadway for a shared use pathway and many sections
do not meet the minimum 5’ roadway separation. One 8’ section is conjoined with State Road 80!
• Horizontal clearances. Concrete curb abuts 8’ section of path at 90 degrees.(sheets 54 and 81)
• Environmental/Maintenance. 8’ to 10’ wide asphalt will not be as durable as 8’ wide Concrete
Sidewalks. Per design manual, asphalt edges will break up from service vehicles driving on sections
and curves will force service vehicles to drive over pervious soils. See slide #14.

